2	ENGLISH POLITICAL THEORY
pursuit a necessary feature in the mental training of
every citizen.
*   The fact is not that political theory is too limited,
but that it is too difficult to limit.    At one moment it
seems to be verging upon sociology and political history,
at another it is encroaching upon the sphere of economics ;
or, again, it is being confounded with ethics, the study of
moral values, and the philosophy of conduct.    At the
outset   some   rough   distinctions   must   be   made.    A
business man has been bitterly described as one ' who
knows the price of everything and the value of nothing *.
This generalization, whatever its intrinsic worth, does
help us to separate economics from politics.    * The dismal
science ' is concerned with things, politics with people.
Economics  must,  of course, include  consideration  of
people, but it considers them not as ends in themselves,
but only in relation to the things they make, sell, and
use.    Politics equally must take things into considera-
tion, but it does so only in relation to human or moral
values.    How, then, can~^n?rcs~be distinguished from
ethics ?    Only in quantity, not in quality ;  for politics
is but ethics writ large.    While ethical theory endeavours
to abstract the individual from his environment, and to
decide what is good or bad for you and me as more or
less isolated men (complete isolation is, of course, almost
unthinkable),   social   or/ political   theory   regards   us
primarily as associated units, whether our  blood  be
national or international, religious or racial, industrial
or territorial.") Ethical theory is  incomplete  without
political theory, because man is an associative creature
and cannot live fully in isolation ; political theory is idle
without ethical theory, because its study and its results
depend fundamentally on our scheme of moral values,
our conceptions of right and wrong.    For if we can
come to some agreement  on  the  nature  of  a  good

